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Members' Meeting
Wednesday 22 February 2017 at Forth Valley Sensory Centre, Camelon. 

Present:  

Terry Barlow; John Ballantine; Mike Harrison; Douglas Gilroy; Jim McKay; John MacDonald; John Clow; Sally Shaw; Chris Clarke; Patrick Nyamurundira; Paul Cross, Kate Cross, Fiona Johnson, Ian Smith, Stephen Joyce, Alison Ritchie, Terry Robinson, Stan Flett,  Murray Fleming

Apologies:
Arthur Cowie; Jane Horsburgh; Karl Vanters; Matthew Short; John Lauder; Jan Goodall; Brian Foran; Alan Rees; Fiona Anderson, Liz Rowlett, Amanda Burt, Rod Murchison.

	Chairman's welcome


Apologies for absence (Noted above)

	Minutes of the Open Meeting on 20 Nov (attached, for approval)


Proposed John B Seconded Douglas Gilroy

	Matters arising from the above


There is a new Edinburgh City Council Transport Convenor – an issue raised regarding fear for future development activity.

	  Update and Information Exchange


EGIP – update 

This is still on schedule and on time. There was some rolling stock now carrying out some night trials but the intention to extend the trials.  By December 2018 – all should be in service but there is still some infrastructure work to be completed.  The aim is to reduce time of some journeys; and there are to be further improvements to Alloa/Dunblane route; and there are plans to electrify the route to Grangemouth docks.  Queen St is still on target for being completed by end 2019.  However,
this requires significant upgrading to extend platforms to allow for longer trains and step free access. 

Chris added that in Queen Street, the tracks for extension are already in place but covered by the concourse at present.  

Electronic Ticket Pads at Gates

Stan talked about the introduction of the pads at gates to allow visually impaired people to go through the gates without manual operation by station staff. Patrick said that all national entitlement cards can open automatic gates. This has been progressed by Stephen Joyce – and it is now in place.  There will be some who will still require help but they will still be able to use wide isle gates with help. Stephen wants to thank Patrick on behalf of group for working together to achieve this change.  

Passenger Assist Monitoring 

Patrick said that the network operators were attempting to gather date about people making requests for passenger assistance but under the Data Protection Act people who are asked a series of questions have to agree to this and agree to their information being shared.  

The industry is keen to find out what people think and so everyone making a booking will be asked these questions – people can opt out.  People may also be contacted to ask if they are happy with the service they receive.     

The industry needs uniform data to be collected and it is a good thing to do as it also strengthens the position for service providers as it is an independent measure. Patrick encouraged people to take part as this is data being collected directly by the regulator.

Patrick was asked questions about this exercise and explained it is a tick box online but he confirmed that people only need to give their permission once and then each time they are asked this will be already in place.

Rail Awareness Open Day

A date has been set for the next Rail Awareness Open Day Glasgow 29th March.  People in Glasgow should be notified but Patrick asked if SATA can make people aware of this.  There will be more days in Inverness and Edinburgh and different locations.  It is important that it is not just that the informed people who go, but that we spread the word so that people who are not aware of transport issues are able to go. 

Patrick is in the process of reviewing policy document for ScotRail – what the company does for people with any kind of mobility problem.  This is the overall commitments that the company makes.

Priority Seating Cards

Patrick opened a discussion about priority seating cards that allowed people to have priority over use of these seats.  He thought this would make it easier for people who need these seats to use them. But members asked who will enforce this priority. Patrick said that this is also about educating the public and that is has been successfully launched down south and so it should be possible in Scotland. 

Experience says that there will be initial resentment but education helps overcome this.  Paul and Kate have experience of this English priority seating but it did not work very well.  Legislation requires that priority seating is put on the trains and so this gives the company the power to ensure this works. However members expressed support for Patrick as ScotRail is doing its best. 

Stephen Joyce was keen to emphasis his support for Patrick, as he has made a great advance with the cards but ScotRail has learned a lot. Stephen has a new Guide Dog and realised that there are a lot of barriers to access and communication systems are difficult but this new card is a great improvement and the priority seating will develop and is working towards equality with other people.  

Reports on other meetings/Groups

Reports on other meetings that SATA attends (including, but not limited to) Cross-Party Group on Disability, Roads for All and Scottish Rail Accessibility fora, National Transport Strategy.

	Cross Party Group on Disability has met under Jeremy Balfour and it was a productive meeting.  Deaf people are involved in this.  Suggestions made for topics for next few meetings as this was the first meeting of the year.  


	Roads for All meeting:  Jim McKay reported that there were 2 items:  first the fact that all of the trunk roads have had their barriers assessed and those that need attention have been identified.  There is no specific programme to make the improvements; but they are on a register and the process is that any company carrying out any roadworks should consult this register and fix the barriers at the same time as doing other works The second is around parking on pavements and trying to add in to the Bill making it illegal to park at bus stops. Members debated how easy this would be, particularly in rural areas where there is no defined bus stop.  


Issues for SATA (arising from above)


	Terry B raised the issue of a lack of parking attendants so it is pandemonium as there is no one to enforce these rules. The abuse of disabled parking bays is unacceptable.  
	Stan mentioned the safety concerns about zebra crossings including concerns about traffic not stopping as expected.  There are rules in the Highway Code but the rules are not followed putting people at risk. We discussed if SATA should campaign on this issue. This raised a fundamental debate about how SATA decided what issues to campaign on and those that they did not.


Main points made in this debate:

Are zebra crossings really about transport?
Should we prioritise other things? 
Is Blue Badge abuse a bigger issue?
Are SATA members in danger of pushing their own individual agendas and how do we stop this?
Isn’t ‘access’ the key issue for SATA rather than every individual transport or travel issue?

Following a heated discussed we agreed that we need to have a way of making decisions about the issues that SATA should address and those we shouldn’t. It was agreed that the Committee would make some recommendations but that members should inform the committee of their own ideas.  

It was suggested that we use the Going Further Framework as a way of focusing our efforts as this states the priorities for Government and those things that we may be able to influence.  

	AOB


	Stephen mention Contact Scotland, a video relay service for deaf people – using a sign language interpreter through the telephone or through the internet and they can make contact with outside organisations.


	Next Meeting: Wednesday 24 May 2017. Venue Camelon.  Speaker: Committee took some suggestions and will make a decision.
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